
 

                           VOLUNTEER TODAY AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
 
Back To God Primary School is still faced with challenges that seem hard to break due to 
lots of needs that are pending unsolved.. In the pasted 7 years the school has been on 
the extreme end of the cliff laden with heavy demands but a few have been worked upon 
thanks to those that have tried their level best to see that the school still stands. On 
behalf of the whole school i would like to call upon different people from around the 
world to come and be apart in changing lives. Come and put a smile on the faces of these 
young ones. Be the reason for their joy today. 
 
                                                            The school  
 Our school has the Nursery level to Primary level but it is still in shortage of classes that 
can accomodate all the levels so six classes are shared by all the levels and this has 
brought  a set back in the performance of our young pupils. Two classes share one room 
which is very hard for the teachers to do their work effectively and at the same time the 
administration shares one room as it’s office. Below are the photos of the school 
classes.

 
 
This is the block that is being used for studies. 
 



 

 

 
This is another block its roof was ripped off by the strong wind and its nolonger used. 
 
                                                          The Dormitories  
The school has only one dorm room that is for girls and it’s not enough. We don’t have a 
dormitory for boys so the boys use part of the classes as their dormitory. Our 
dormitories don’t have beds so our kids are forced to sleep on the floor with only 
mattresses. We need an extension of the girls dormitory and at least another dormitory 
for the boys with beds. Below are the photos of the existing dormitory. 



 

 
The girls dormitory 

Inside the girls dormitory 
 



 

 
Class that boys use as their dormitory and at the same time as classroom. 

 



 

 
Inside the boys dormitory. 
 
According to the vision we have, there is still a lot to be done but we need a hand to push 
us that we might cross that line of liberty. We once again want to call upon volunteers to 
come to our rescue in order to pave a way for a better tomorrow for these young 
children. Please contact us. We will definately be waiting. 


